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INTRODUCTION

A cartographic resource, whether analog or digital, is subject to inevitable obsolescence, which leads to revision or mutability over time. By identifying known and used landmarks throughout a city, which aid in way-finding, a resident or visitor is able to criss-cross metropolitan areas utilizing an abstract, fluid, and personalized method. Broadly speaking, the city is a plastic entity, which is ever more apparent in globalization, especially in locations experiencing vast migrational patterns. While physical landmarks used by residents, visitors, and travelers are liable to change at the hand of urbanization and construction, especially in a contemporary environment, the memory of cultural, social, and historical urban markers is often permanently incorporated in the general lexicon of a city.

Appropriately, then, the purpose of this research-based art project is aimed at exploring landmarks in the context of Amman, Jordan, a locality where maps and formal address systems are minimally consulted in everyday travel, while examining specific markers and the means by which they are memorized, imaged, and interpreted in regard to navigation. The project explores image-based representation, with the utilization of way-finding systems, as a metaphorical interpretation of a contemporary city, in addition to considering issues of architecture, urban planning, and population growth. Concerning itself primarily with conceptual forms of mapping or, what the contemporary geographer Denis Cosgrove describes as “‘mapping,’ the cognitive and creative process rather than the scientific and design aspects of map-making,” the project seeks an avenue to discuss the psychology of the city through experiential travel, using the eclectic elements of writing, photography, video, and durational performance (i.e., walking and driving tours) to interpret and present the findings of traversing a contemporary environment.1

As opposed to interpreting a lack of map usage as a pejorative concept, this project investigates a central theme: memory-based navigation using verbal narration inherently grants a traveler with a better understanding of the city. For Amman, a place that utilizes a landmark-dominated navigational system, landmarks differ from person to person, and these markers are dependent on one’s relationship to and within the city as well as one’s knowledge of a particular neighborhood through a non-linear perspective of its way-finding system. In formal map production, interpretation and subjective cartography is lost in the process.
METHODS AND TOOLS UTILIZED IN THE RESEARCH-BASED ART PROJECT

The project research and images were developed over a fifteen-month period from September 2009 to December 2010 during a Fulbright US Student Program grant to Amman, Jordan. The methodology used in collecting material to create Mapping Collected Memory, which is first and foremost a research-based art project, is an abstract approach derived from the seminal text of Kevin Lynch’s The Image of the City (1960). The project involved reaching out to residents of Amman for walking and driving tours of the metropolis.

Makan Art Space, a non-profit contemporary art center in Amman, Jordan, kindly sent out a call for participation electronically in English with a translated letter in Arabic. This electronic medium garnered a specific demographic of participants: a group of approximately ten permanent residents, as well as temporary visitors, who were either artists or familiar with Makan’s programming, and comfortable meeting for an informal walk or drive through the city.

Participants were asked to select a navigational process (i.e., via pedestrian or vehicular travel) and a route that they used in quotidian activities. On these tours, guides narrated their experience of navigating the city using visual and verbal cues, without the aid of a map, and were directed to point out key landmarks in their navigational process. Video footage of each tour was also captured via a digital camera for documentation purposes. After memorizing routes with guides during the in-person tours, landmarks were photographed later as a representation of the afterimage, capturing high-quality still images through the use of a large-format photographic device, specifically a four-by-five-inch monorail camera. The final result is a presentation composed of written material, large-scale photographs, and moving images of the process: fragments of the city that when viewed as a complete project come together as a constellation of a subjective whole.

The project is not intended to document the experience of navigation, but rather ruminate on the practice of memorizing the city through its navigational methods. It deemphasizes the importance of the map and its systems, instead placing emphasis on the concept of how a city is traversed, particularly one in transition, through the experiential learning of memory and its routes. The images in the portfolio, interspersed throughout this written account and research, are not intended to serve as a guidebook, historical reference, cartographic resource, or memorialization of these ever-changing markers, but as the final visual conceptualization and metaphorical interpretation of one particular contemporary city, via a research-based art practice and “experimental geography.”

AMMAN’S HISTORY: INTERPRETATIONS ON A LACK OF MAP USAGE

What makes Amman, the capital city of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, a singular city and unique locale for this research? In Urban Crossroads, a column that features regular articles by Mohammad al-Asad, the founding director of the Center for the Study of the Built Environment, in Amman, Jordan, al-Asad ruminates on various identifying characteristics of the city. Amman is described, via al-Asad, as a dense network of streets, difficult for a newcomer to maneuver. Despite a small production of maps, a number system to designate addresses, and street names—some more recently
implemented than others—many of Amman’s visitors and residents rely on personal methods to navigate the city. In this situation, the project asks the question, what is the benefit of a map if the urban environment is subjected to constant change? Coincidentally or not, citizens of Amman experience an “aversion to using street maps,” as al-Asad commented in Urban Crossroads. In navigating Amman, there is an integration of formal and informal systems, which has enforced the memorization of the city’s history and labeling systems.

The city of Amman is a relatively young metropolis with “the history of modern Amman dat[ing] back to the 1870s,” and major building developments taking place within the last fifty years. This shift can be attributed to a gamut of characteristics, including foreign and domestic conflict, as well as assets that were obtained through oil in the 1970s and 1980s. Additionally, Jordan’s first university opened in the 1960s, pulling educators and students into the city’s center. More specifically, this has caused urban progress to develop rather swiftly, stemming from “the 1948 and 1967 Arab-Israeli wars” and external conflict in neighboring countries. These “sudden [growth] spurts” have placed Amman in the unique position of creating infrastructure in a rapid manner, presenting critical debates about urban planning in the modern city. Amman is currently growing at an exponential rate, encountering fragmentation, decentralization, and urban sprawl: to grasp the physical space of the city vis-à-vis a map has become a difficult task.

THE MAPPING EXPERIENCE: SUBJECTIVITY AND COGNITION

In his 2005 article “Maps, Mapping, Modernity: Art and Cartography in the Twentieth Century,” Denis Cosgrove writes that “post-war advances in cognitive psychology challenged many of the assumptions about the transparency of representational images by emphasizing the importance of individual and social perceptions.” Memory plays a large role in these advances in cognitive psychology. The experience of an individual and his or her upbringing, social status and class, and general identifying factors have an immense impact on perceptions, especially in representational images. Maps are inherently part of this mass of imagery related to the translation of the physical world. But to reject the map is not necessarily the rejection of the process of mapping. Maps are the coded two-dimensional illustrations of the city delineated by signs, symbols, lines, and colors, whereas mapping is part of the performance, activity, and engagement of the city. The difference between a map and mapping changes one’s relationship to the city from a spectator to participant, passive to active. When one moves through an urban environment, mapping has the benefit of changing one’s view of the city, which is dependent on vantage points or perspectives (e.g., inside the maze of a city to that of an omnipresent observation).

In the Amman analysis, map production becomes a futile effort in the case of a rapidly changing environment. If a permanent or temporary resident of Amman understands the important markers of the city from a subjective experience, it creates definition and character to an abstract and ambiguous mass of a map that may be slow to catch up with the current environment, whether this map is a paper or digital version. More importantly, as noted in Cosgrove’s text regarding perception and imagery, memory has the added flexibility of remaining coded to its user through individual experience, and this subjective knowledge of the interpretation of information is beneficial as it molds to the user’s lifestyle and needs. In addition, the activity of mapping through memory—an immersion in a
particular environment—is an experience between the relationship of bodies in space and one’s subjective resonance. This participatory action can serve to inform a navigator as to the type of environment to expect in a previsualization of negotiating space.

MARKERS IN THE LANDSCAPE

For the sake of this short written account, it is easier to comment on the commonalities observed during guided tours than to tease out all the singular types of landmarks. From guided tours into the urban environment of Amman, patterns emerged regarding the types of landmarks used in navigation. The prevalent landmarks, used in both walking and driving trips, include heavily frequented buildings in the area, such as shopping centers and marketplaces, hospitals (figs. 1, 2, 3, 4), banks, and religious spaces (fig. 5). Large hotels that stand towering over the average height of the short Ammani building become part of the regular lexicon of the city as well. Notable hotels are especially part of the vocabulary of the city, which include the Grand Hyatt, the Four Seasons, the Sheraton (fig. 2), and the Intercontinental (fig. 6). A bit of speculation could lead one to the internationalization of the Ammani environment, which finds itself with a large community of expatriates. The act of utilizing many major international hotels as landmarks, which bear names in English, a typical default language in Amman for non-Arabic speaking residents, is a process that aids memory.

Interestingly, bridges (fig. 7), open spaces (fig. 8), and construction sites (figs. 9, 10, 11) serve as visual markers to travelers. These sites are akin to an urban cairn in the road. Like a cairn, which is a unique and unnatural mound of rocks created for the sole purpose of establishing a node and directional point, empty lots and the odd visual geometry of construction zones contain interesting configurations, cranes, and objects that induce a viewer to establish a landmark. As a result, residents have an awareness of the exponential growth of Amman, and an inherent understanding of the changing city.

The most important and widely recognized feature in the Ammani navigational system is the roundabout, referred to in the city as a “circle.” The western part of the city contains one large road or artery labeled Zahran Street, and organized on this route are a series of eight roundabouts informally labeled as the First Circle through Eighth Circle (figs. 1, 2). Any individual wishing to navigate Amman on the western side can use the closest roundabout to their desired end point. Once there, the navigator might utilize landmarks near and around the circle to their final destination.

The common characteristic regarding the use of these landmarks can be drawn back to one’s relationship to the city. If one lives in a specific neighborhood, the landmarks are particularly fleshed out in terms of imaging, and making use of a wider range of markers in the area.

THE IMAGE-MAKING OF THE CITY

How do these images capture the essence of the navigational process? Mainly, these informal guided tours are time-based performative trips, with digital video footage serving as the primary element of documentation, as well as reference and observational material. Navigating back to specific landmarks
requires a memorization of the guides’ tour routes. So, effectively, the process of returning to a particular spot to photograph these markers—a guide’s subjective interpretation on imaging landmarks—requires an exercise in remembrance or re-memorization of the route. Therefore, the photographic representations of landmarks are tapped into the memory-focused component of the project, as the photographic act is “a reflexive medium that exposes the stakes of historical study by revealing . . . [its] constructed nature of what constitutes historical evidence.” The images presented in this body of work, Mapping Collected Memory, rely extensively on the compositional constructions and considerations of urban representation—and much like the city and memory—the plasticity that occurs through all of these facets.

Figure 1. Regina Mamou, Untitled (Third Circle) from the series Mapping Collected Memory, (2009–10). Digital C-print. 101.60 x 127 cm (40 x 50 in.).

Figure 2. Regina Mamou, Untitled (Near Fourth Circle) from the series Mapping Collected Memory, (2009–10). Digital C-print. 101.60 x 127 cm (40 x 50 in.).
Figure 3. Regina Mamou, Untitled (Luzmila Hospital) from the series Mapping Collected Memory, (2009–10). Digital C-print. 101.60 x 127 cm (40 x 50 in.).

Figure 4. Regina Mamou, Untitled (Shmeisani Hospital) from the series Mapping Collected Memory, (2009–10). Digital C-print. 101.60 x 81.28 cm (40 x 32 in.).
Figure 5. Regina Mamou, Untitled (Street Corner, Hashimi) from the series Mapping Collected Memory, (2009–10). Digital C-print. 101.60 x 81.28 cm (40 x 32 in.).

Figure 6. Regina Mamou, Untitled (Intercontinental) from the series Mapping Collected Memory, (2009–10). Digital C-print. 101.60 x 81.28 cm (40 x 32 in.).
Figure 7. Regina Mamou, Untitled (Abdoun Bridge) from the series Mapping Collected Memory, (2009–10). Digital C-print. 101.60 x 127 cm (40 x 50 in.).

Figure 8. Regina Mamou, Untitled (Dawn, Hashimi) from the series Mapping Collected Memory, (2009–10). Digital C-print. 101.60 x 81.28 cm (40 x 32 in.).
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Figure 9. Regina Mamou, Untitled (Abdali’s Plan) from the series Mapping Collected Memory, (2009–10). Digital C-print. 101.60 x 81.28 cm (40 x 32 in.).

Figure 10. Regina Mamou, Untitled (Site #1) from the series Mapping Collected Memory, (2009–10). Digital C-print. 101.60 x 127 cm (40 x 50 in.).
The large-format camera is the selected tool to capture the landmarks for two distinct reasons. Firstly, the camera contains the ability to create standard movements, such as tilt, shift, swing, rise, and fall, used for landscape and architectural photography to plumb converging lines. However, this advantage can also create the opposite effect of skewing and distorting the image, thereby drawing attention to important details in various landmarks through the focal points or effectively distorting them. Secondly, in regard to distortion, most of the images are produced with the aperture f/5.6, the largest aperture available on the particular lens used for this project, which creates an awareness of the image’s surface via shallow depth of field. The effect is purposefully subtle, a kind of anti-aperture f/64 statement in regard to representational imagery, specifically a resistance of that eponymous group’s motives “to present the camera’s ‘vision’ as clearly as possible.”

Essentially, the resulting images, outside of their context, are external to the mind’s faculties of memory and the use of the narration that provide their very existence—a subjective context to navigate the city. The images require narration of their experiences, an explanation of the spaces, as they are completely detached from the navigational process but clearly reference “an experience of a past exactly at the instant it crosses into an indeterminate future.” They are not presentations of how to navigate in an unfamiliar city, but a call to become acquainted with its streets through conversations, experiential learning, and a relationship to the city, which requires measured patience and time.
There is an awareness of an obsolescence of technology: the application of a large-format analog camera, a heavy piece of equipment, requiring a vehicle to navigate to photographic sites, as well as twenty to thirty minutes to set up and compose shots of the landmarks. Something so sturdy and stationary seems bound to an architectural element made of stone. Much like the map, the images are subject to obsolescence and mutability over time. The memorization of the city is a plasticity imbedded in the mind—not a static image—created with eventual decay. The photographic process is flawed from the start, but is deeply imbedded in an urge to learn the city’s streets, eventually expanding the memory’s knowledge through the plasticity of experiential practice.

CONCLUSION

What is there to learn by comparing the relationship of the photographic document, a representational object acting as metaphor for a contemporary city, to navigational processes? In the act of navigating Amman, while maps provide a user with a generalized overview of the city, landmarks incorporating memory-based navigational methods should not be overlooked. Amman is currently growing at an exponential rate, and to grasp the physical space of the city through an inside-out navigational perspective becomes ever more important. Landmarks are part of the vocabulary, civic engagement, and urban growth of Amman, but more importantly, they are the subjective experiences incorporated into the navigational process. With Amman’s urban sprawl and a decentralization of the major areas throughout the city, it is important to recognize the benefits of a personalized approach to understanding the urban fabric, which serve to narrate the experience of residents through a series of explorations, and give voice to the city from a subjective viewpoint. Photography can aid in this process, not as an agent of history or as a historical document, but as a metaphor to call into question the static nature of urban entities and the proposed relationship to representational materials.
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